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Sweet Character DrivenLow AngstSteamy QuirkyBoho Artist
Designer Heroine Vessa Has A Secret It looks like the room of
someone trying to hide Vessa s breath caught in her throat She
d forgotten that under his office clothes and his manners, he
was still an artist, a designer with a sharp focus Maybe she s
new in town and a little overwhelmed with how fast her life is
changing It s hard not to be curious, he said I wonder if she s a
bank robber, needing all those disguises Oh, he was clever,
with his seductive sentences and flirty grin, leaning a little
sideways to look into her eyes Killian The Architect Our Hero
Needs A Decorator Love Life Vessa And Killian Have
Chemistry And Unspoken DepthInterior Design Meets Magical
Prose And Romance she came out dancing around in a white
shirt with nothing underneath, the rosy coins of her nipples
visible under the thin fabric asking for a wood saw and spackle,
he d been jumpy as a jackrabbit sniffing Easter candy He could
have looked in the bedroom when she left to sleep, to go to
Brass and Bones, to go wherever sex witch art fairies go She
came back every day with packages from the Indian import
store, bags from the pagan crystal shop, boxes that smelled
like incense and old wood But he didn t look because deep
down he liked the mystery, that a woman had claimed a space
in the house he d designed, made it hers to reveal on her
terms My Only Two Complaints Killian s Character Doesn t Get
Fleshed Out Enough For MeOW Drama Is A Mild
MisunderstandingThanks To My Friend Mindy For The
RecommendationLooking Forward To More From This Author I
don t think I was in the right mood for this one Or maybe it was
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all the decorating and design stuff that distracted me from
enjoying the book fully Those parts started to bore me after
awhile I liked the book, but at times felt myself skimming
because I just wanted to finish Probably a case of wrong book
at the wrong time. OMG I love when a random book ends up
being such a sweet surprise I loved this book I loved
EVERYTHING about it The writing was so fucking beautiful
that I just wanted to read about the author describing pretty
much anything and everything What a breath of fresh air When
Killian and Vessa both seek out the help of Donna Edith, a
woman with a certain knack for pairing folks, she s a trip of a
character they get than they bargained for.Killian needs a
designer and Vessa, beyond a paycheck and a place to hide
away she needs to design Fresh out of college without
experience to land a job, this is the perfect chance to build up
her portfolio up without anyone asking too many questions.But
once these two meet and spend time discovering each other,
the chemistry is off the charts And as much as this got steamy
and it did it was so poetic that it felt like you were reading about
so much than just skin on skin contact Only a few authors
really paint a picture with their words, creating something much
larger than just the words on a page, but this author did that
and so much Even though the idea of design really holds no
appeal to me, I couldn t help but fall directly into the story The
flow of everything was just so beautifully done that I just couldn
t seem to get enough As much as I can get lost in an ordinary
book, every now and then I read something that is really
extraordinary and for me, right at this moment It was this book.
I had no expectations going when I started reading this book
and I am so very pleasantly surprised with how much I liked it It
was sweet, romantic and whimsical Vessa was whimsical and
a delight to read about You know she s hiding a secret but not
what that secret is for the first half of the book She mysterious
but you drawn to her character Killian was taken with her right
from the start Both of them meshed really well together There
was so much understanding between them just from a look
they would give each other Donna Edith, the woman that
introduced them together was a small part in the book but yet
made a big impact I can see this becoming a set of standalone
series A series I would be happy to keep reading.ARC received
via NetGalley in exchange for an honest review. If there s one
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thing I wish I had it would be artistic talent I am so unartistic it s
not even funny So when I first started reading this book, I was
enthralled with the superior creativity and description the
author treats the reader to The Dirty Secret is an amazing read
that I thoroughly enjoyed.Richly with detail, this book is a
beautiful read The imagery and the way the author created this
story makes it a memorable and impressionable read I love a
free spirit and that s exactly what you get with these two main
characters.I m not sure if this is part of a series, but I hope that
it is If so, it s going to be an interesting one With the use of a
go between who connects people with Services needed, the
sparks fly in a fun and interesting way when placing people
together with similar needs, tastes, and desires I was so
completely wrapped up in this story I love the rich detail and
the intricate descriptions that the author created The passion
and intense need these two felt for each other was addicting
and so hot.This is the first time I have read this authors work
but I know it s definitely not going to be the last I absolutely
love this book and I m looking forward to many in the future
This author knows how to write about passion, heat, and
romance in a beautiful, memorable way This is one for the
ages, folks I don t usually give out five stars that easily, but I
felt like this book deserved it There are so many reasons and,
or criteria as to why a book warrants a high rating But for me, I
simply go by how much enjoyment I derived from it And this
book is pure fun Plus, I may be a little jealous of the author s
writing.THE MATCHMAKERDonna Edith is a matchmaker
Though you probably shouldn t say that to her face if you ever
want to hire her services Because that s far from what she
does Her company places people with the right employers It
just so happens that this woman has a knack for giving them
what they need when they need it the most Though in the case
of her two clients, they didn t even know what they needed
when they each decided to avail of her services.THE
ARCHITECTKillian Fitzroy is a man on the verge of greatness
He s a brilliant architect well on his way to success But he is a
man starved for relationships sex, in particular With the long
hours that he puts in and the demands of a job that he loves on
most days , he doesn t have the time to make real
connections.THE DESIGNERFresh off graduation, Vessa
Ratham moved back to Vermont to be closer to her family

Down to You

Without any real experience as a designer, she needed actual
clients to start her portfolio With Donna Edith s help, she was
seduced by a house and a man both in need of her touch.Truth
be told, had I not been familiar with the author, I d have
bypassed this book in a heartbeat After all, the matchmaking
romances I ve read in my lifetime is simply too many to count I
have not read a book by this author I did, however, read her
fanfiction work At the time, I was already in awe of her writing
There is something magical, lyrical and beautiful about how
she strung her words together She writes pretty prose that are
far from pretentious It feels natural and easy She gives her
characters personalities that are unique that you d think they
are made from a form of magic Vessa is a strong character
who picks and chooses her battles She s determined and
headstrong vulnerable and courageous It s difficult to explain
The secondary characters were also far from ordinary There s
her stoner friend who was far aware than any lucid person you
d know her landlord who shares her love for antiquities and
interesting things and Killian s friends who made his lonely
existence a bit tolerable before he met Vessa.But if there s one
thing I can complain about is the wild designs Vessa came up
with I m not going to lie, I could not imagine myself living in that
house because damn I don t deal with brightly painted, wildly
decorated rooms I just can t I m a huge follower of the
minimalist movement, so the very idea of living in a house
where a room is decorated with red walls and Chinese lanterns
makes me want to break out in hives.I love that this book is
pure romance It s relatively angst free, unlike most NA
romances nowadays If you re a fan of NA, chick lit and
contemporary romance, Kira Gold is an author to watch.
Romance Writers Of America RITA Finalist In Erotic
RomanceFrom The Desk Of Donna Edith My Services Are
Unconventional My Clients Come To Me With Needs And I
Match Them To Other Clients With Needs Of Their Own
Promising Young Architect Killian Fitzroy Driven, Clever, Eager
To Prove Himself Starved For Sex, Though He S Come To Me
For Professional Assistance, Not Personal Needs Someone
Unique, Creative And Fast An Artist With A Feminine
Perspective To Breathe Life Into A House He S BuiltAspiring
Scenic Designer Vessa Ratham Sensuous, Spontaneous, But
Secretive Recently Returned To Vermont Armed With An Art

Degree That Qualifies Her For Little Than Waiting Tables
Needs An Opportunity To ShineYes, Killian And Vessa Will
Satisfy Each Other Nicely In Ways Than One Oh my God This
book The words It was the prettiest thing I have ever read.For
of my reviews visit Carlene Inspired and Carlene
Corrupted.Full review posted 03 29 16 The Dirty Secret is the
kind of book you highlight endlessly, the words speaking to
your heart and soul, the images coming to life in front of your
eyes I ve never described an adult romance or erotica novel as
beautiful before, but this book is just that I read passages
aloud, I would flip pages back just to re read scenes, and I read
it at every free moment I could I couldn t put Vessa or Killian
away, nor the beautiful house they blossomed in The Dirty
Secret reads like it is based in some beautiful fairy tale world,
the love between a hiding fairy princess and a wayward
traveling soul, while it s really based in Vermont and is a story
as real as any a person could live Kira A Gold, an author
unknown to me until now, has a way with words that make
them glitter and come alive It was than just the descriptions of
feelings from the two main characters, but the way she
described a bed, a wall color, or skin against skin I felt the
feelings with Killian as he watched the elusive Vessa decorate,
I felt the kiss of her lips against his skin, the feel of their rug
under their undulating bodies, all because of the incredibly
descriptive style Gold uses to build the story to climaxShe
pushed him backward, wishing she could crawl inside his
bones, wanting to be inside his structure, his strength Aside
from the words, I loved the characters and their distinct
characteristics and POV s Trustworthy Killian sees things
analytically and he s so career driven he hasn t even managed
to get his own place Bewitching Vessa is an artist through and
through, determined beyond anything, finding hope in the dying
leaves of a flower and connecting colors into feelings Their
meeting, though meant for business purposes, brings fiery
chemistry and unsettles Killian in such a way that he just
cannot let her go Vessa carries secrets though and has her
trust held so deeply in her heart that no one can pull it from her
When they finally give in to one another though, that s what the
romance of this book comes to life They become like other
characters they re lively, their sexual, they whisper secrets on
their breath, however as soon as the moment ends the secrets

are locked away again It was enchanting to watch these two on
the slow, drawn out path they were on, giving and receiving,
but not giving enough and finally growing and developing from
the shadows they were I loved getting to know both of them in
bits in pieces, sort of like the house they were putting together
from scratch Then there s the secondary characters, the co
workers, the landlord, Donna Edith the Matchmaker Each
character was so unique and played significant roles into how
each character acted in different situations It wasn t just
rainbows, butterflies, and smut, but their careers, their
moments when separated, that made the characters and the
story feel realisticOh, are we up to no good she asked, turning
in his arms She kissed his mouth He chuckled and kissed her
back She tasted like her coffee and the sweetness that was
just her, and as always, he rose to the occasion, cock hungry,
hands grabby Finally, is the home that Killian and Vessa meet
in Set up by reknowned Matchmaker, Donna Edith, she knows
there s than meets the eye when it comes to both characters,
than just a house What begins as an architect needing an
interior decorator, and an artist needing her first big break,
soon grows into both recognizing their true wants and the
desire they find in one another The home is outrageous, it s
gorgeous, it s everything I would want by myself and just like
Starla said, nothing I would ever admit to It was such a magical
setting for the relationship to grow, a secret place, a place
made of glitter, romance, and all things good As a huge fan of
interior design, the parts of the book that related to each
individual room, and the acts that took place in them, were my
favoriteHe sat down on the fourth stair still holding the rail,
listening to his heartbeat, absorbing the whimsy of the walls,
lighthearted and welcoming and sexy Vessa all over and happy
Relief washed over him in slow waves This lyrical book was a
complete surprise, the kind that leaves a mark on your heart
This wasn t the kind of erotica that makes you feel like you
need a shower or need another book to get you out of that
single mindedness, no this is the kind of erotica that had a
backbone, it was than two people meeting for a quickie or
finding their sexual tastes Every moment in this book was hot,
sultry, clothes on, clothes off, main or secondary characters,
because everything felt monumental when I read It s a story of
art, architecture, friendship, family, honest, and love and it was

a complete joy to read This unique, flirtatious novel is
absolutely one I suggest you one click.I would love to read
about Donna Edith and the people she matches. Honestly,
while sex is pretty steamy in this book, mostly it s written as an
interior design p rn I love whimsical, fairytalish, vintage look in
design, and this chick who is a theatrical designer is asked to
decorate a show house marketed for single older
businesswomen who are comfortable staying on their own So,
she goes wild.Each room is so vivid and gorgeous and bright,
that I was drooling The whole book has a fab fairytale feel to it
as well The architect, Killian, is like a sleeping beauty who
waits for a prince to show up and wake him up He lives to work
and works like a man possessed, and when he is
recommended Vessa as an interior designer and she shows up
with her crazy make up and flowing skirts, she unsettles and
charms him straight away She is fragile and secretive and
elusive When they both give into their wild attraction for each
other and christen every room she decorates with monkey sex,
they are bright and lovely together and everything just clicks,
but as soon as Killian tries to get to know Vessa beyond
between the sheets, she locks all her emotions away.Vessa
herself has good reasons for her secrets and this project is a
huge step in gaining independence and finally doing what she
wants with her life, so she is desperate not to screw up She
really likes Killian, and when their feelings for each other
deepen, she has to work on herself to open up to him.They are
an adorable couple, and with the addition of their friends, this is
a lovely, cozy read with a satisfying HEA I enjoyed it very
much, and recommend it to you, dear readers, especially if you
are craving something comforting. This book was incredibly
hot, steamy, sexy, erotic, and any other word that you can think
of to fit with those four The chemistry between Killian and
Vessa made all the sex scenes amazing and just left you
wanting even The plot was simple and the twist was a little
predictable but that didn t make this book bad in any way The
balance between sex and plot was well done so it didn t feel
like you re just sitting there reading pure smut The romance
happened fast but it does develop from insta lust into an actual
relationship which allows the characters to develop and not
seem one dimensional The two main characters makes this
book worth reading, and don t be surprised if you walk away

from it with a need to redecorate everything in your life.
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